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ABST RACT. T wo types of basa l till a re d esc ribed. First. melt-out tills rel eased by the melting of masses 
of buried , debris-rich stagnant ice. T op mel ting o f these ice masses is of g reates t import a nce a t the present 
day, a nd thi s prod uces till s which re ta in some of their englac ia l fabri cs a lthough some a rc cha nged by the 
melting process. Bottom melting o f these masses cou ld a lso produce such till s but these are likel y to be much 
less importa nt. Secondl y. ti lls a re a lso fo rmed subglacia ll y when basa l d ebris-rich glacier ice becomes 
sta tionary benea th the over-riding ac ti ve glacier. "Vhen these subg lacia l masses melt. wa ter is expelled from 
the resultant till which a lso shows tec tonic shear fractures induced by the over-riding ice. The mode of 
d eposition of these la tter till s could a lso be responsible fa r the production of certa in rock-cored druml ins. 
Subglacial till s in Sva lba rd a re re la tively ra re a nd , except under specia l conditions, a re likel y to reac t to 
ice loading by wa ter expulsion, compaction and shear fracture ra ther than by fluid Aow. 

If a basa l frecz ing hypo thes is is accepted fo r the orig in o f mos t eng lac ia l d ebris, the late ra l a nd ve rti ca l 
va ri ations in erra ti c content ca n be predic ted for ma ny melt-out till s. 

R ESUME. Sur le de/Jo t de moraines defolld ( tills ) . SOilS glaciaires el defllsioll. Sllr les II/arges de cerloills glaciers dll 
S ualbard. Deux types de till sont decrits. Prem ie rement les till s resulta nt d e I'ecoulement d f'S ea ux de fu sion 
d e g laces stagnantes enterrt'es sous d e g ra ndes quan tites d e ma te ri a ux rocheux. La fonte superli cie ll c d e ces 
masses de glace es t de plus g ra nde importa nce a I' heure actuell e; el le don ne na issance a des tills qu i con
servent certa ins fac ies "glacia ires" ta ndis que d'autres sont modifies pa r le pro essus de fonte. La fusion 
basale de ces masses peut a ussi donner de te ls ti lls mais ceux-ci sont proba blement moins importa nts. 
Deuxiememem les till s sont ega lemen t d 'origine sous g lac ia ire q uand la pa rtie inferi eure du glacier riche en 
inclusions rocheuses dev ient stationna ire sous le g lacier actif qui la chevauche. Q_u and ces masses sous 
g lacia ires fondent, I'eau es t expulsee du till resulta nt qui montre egalemcnt d es frac tures tccroniques de tension 
d ues a u chevauchem ent de la glace. Le mode d e depot de ces dernie rs tills peut e tre a I'originc de certa ins 
drumlins a coeur " roche Llx". Les till s sous glacia ires sont ra res a ll Sva lbard e t exccp te sous certa ines condi 
tions parriculi eres sont proba bJement conditionnees d ava ntagc pa r la surchage d e g lace qui provoque 
I'essorage d es depots. leur compacrion. les frac tures cl e tension qui les a ffec tent q ue pa r I'ecoul emenl liquide. 

Si I' hypothese d e gel basa l es t re tenue pour expliquer I'origin e de la plupa rt des mate ria ux enchasses dans 
la g lace les va ri a tions en la rgcur e t en epaisseur du volume du contenu "errat iqLle" peuvent e tre prevues 
pour d e nombreux tills " de fusions". 

ZUSAMMEN FASSUNG. <Ill' Ablagenlllg VO II sllbgla z ialell 11IId allsgesehlllol:;:enen Nl oriillen am Rande bestimllller 
Gletseller ill Sualbard. Zwei Arten von g laz ia len AblagerLl ngen \Ve rden beschrieben. E rstcns Ausschmelz
a blagerungen, di e durch das Abschmelzen von bedccktcm. schuttreichem und stagnierendem Eis freigegeben 
werden. Die Abschmelzung diesel' Eisll1assen von o ben he r ist in de r Gegenwart von g rosster Bedeutung: sie 
hinterl asst Ablagerungen, di e ihr intraglaz ia les Geflige teilweise beibeha lten . te ilweise wird es j edoch durch 
d en Schmel zprozess veranclert. Durch clas Schll1e lzen am Grunde diesel' M assen konnten ebenfa ll s so lche 
Ablagerungen entstehen. die a ber verll1utli ch weir wcniger wichtig sind . Zweitens bilden sich Abl agerungen 
a uch subglaz ia l. wenn grundschut tre iches G le tschereis unte r dem da rliberhinwcgfli essenden akti ven 
G le tscher sta tionar wird . Beill1 Schmelzen diese l' subglaz ia len J\!fassen tritt Schmelzwasser a us d en entste
henden Ablagerungen a us; sie zeigen a uch tekton ische Scherbrli che, hervorgerufen durch das darliberbewegtc 
Eis. Die Art d el' Ablagerung bei di esen GrLlndmora nen konnte a uch die Ursache flir di e Entstehung 
bestimmter Drumlins mit Felske rnen se in. Subglaz iale Ablagerungen sind in Svalba rd verha ltnism;;ssig 
seltcn ; vermutli ch reagieren sie- a usser unter besonderen Bedingungen- a uf Eisbelastungen eh er ll1it 
Wassera ustritt, Verdichtung und Scherbrlichen a ls mit Fliessbewegungen. 

Wird die H erkunft intrag laz ialen Schuttes vo r a ll em a uf Gefri ervo rgange a m Unterg rund zurli ckgeflihrt , 
so ka nn die seitliche und ve rtika le Verteilung d es Schuttgeha ltes flir ,·iel e Ausschmel za blage rungen vora us
gesagt we rden . 

I NTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper (Boulton, 1970), it was argued that th e major part oflh e subglacia ll y 
derived debris transported by Svalbard glaciers is carri ed in an englacial position. It was 
further argued that much of this debris is incorporated by a process of basa l freezing and it was 
tentative ly suggested that the transport of such great vol umes of englacial debris is a charac
teristi c of certain types of co ld polar rather than temperate glacier. 

3. 
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In certain circumstances (Boulton , 1968) much of this transported d ebris is d eposited 
supraglacially as flow till as a result of lowering of the glacier surface by ablation. This d ebris 
can a lso be d eposited from masses of d ebris-rich stagna nt ice buried beneath a sedimen t 
overburden, or beneath the sole of an active glacier. 

The loca tions of glaciers referred to in the text are shown in Figure I . 

Fig. I . Map of I)art of Sualbard, showing the locations of glaciers riferred to in the text. 

DEPOSITIO N OF MELT- OUT TILLS FROM BURIED ST AGNANT ICE MASSES 

Beyond the active margins of many glaciers in Svalbard there are broad areas of glacia l 
deposits, tills a nd outwash, which are underlain by stagnant glacier ice masses of considerable 
thi ckness . This ice is preserved during retreat of the active ice front by the extrusion of fl ow 
till upon it (Boulton, 1968) and supraglacial d eposition of fluvial and lacustrine outwash 
sediments, both of which inhibit its ablation and produce hummocky ice-cored kame and 
moraine landscape. 

The masses of buried stagnant ice represent the basal zones of the g lacier and thus 
commonly contain a great deal of debris. For instance, the till-covered dead ice in the 
terminal moraine of Dunerbreen (Boulton, 1968, fig . 3a) contains sufficient debris to give ri se 
to a till a t least 5 m thick on melting of the containing ice. Where the top surface of buried 
ice masses li es above the maximum depth of summer thaw, hitherto englacial debris is released 
as ti ll at this surface. Production of till will presumably continue until its increasing thickness 
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is equal to the m aximum depth of summer thawing. If thi s overburden remains stable, the 
underl ying glacier ice will not resume melting until the climate changes in such a way as to 
increase the d epth of summer thawing. 

In ma ny cases, however, the released ma teria l tends to move down-slope, presuma bly 
changing any stmcture which may have been preserved from the parent ice. If, however, i t 
melts out into a stabl e situa tion benea th sufficient overburden to inhibit d eformation under 
gravity, the till preserves struc tures derived from the parent ice, and for this the term " melt-out 
till" is sugges ted. 

In Sva lbard , maximum d epths of summer thawing are small , being rarely greater than 
1- 2 m depending on aspect, soil type, presence of surface water bodies, etc. Thus in many 
areas melt-out ti ll only forms at the top surface of buried ice mas es which li e at shallow d epth. 
H owever , sediment-fill ed lakes and streams commonly occur above stagnant ice masses, and 
their relatively high thermal capacities can induce melting of ice even at considerable d epth 

Sands and Silts . . 

Fig. 2. A supragLaciaL section at the margin oJ Erikabreen in Oscar 11 Lalld. (a), (b), (c) alld (d ) are equaL-area stereographic 
pLots oJ Long axes oJ bLade-sha/Jed stones (50 measurements in each case ). (a) and (c) are oJ stonesJrom the Lower till , and 
(b) and (d ) are oJ engLaciaL stolles. I II (b) alld (d ) cycLographic traces show the dip oJ the gLacier-iceJoLia tioll , which is 
ap/JroximateLv /JaraLLeL to present-day gLacier movement. The arrows show the directioll if the com/mted meall vector. 

beneath their sediment-covered beds. Figure 2 shows a downward sequence of upper till , 
laminated silts and sands, sand and gravel, and lower ti ll , a ll of which res t on debris-rich 
glacier ice at the margin of Erikabreen in O scar II Land . The whole sequence was frozen to 
within 2 m of the surface in early August. There is good ev idence to show that the laminated 
silts a nd sand were laid down in a pro-glacial lake into whi ch, at a later stage, the overlying 
till Rowed , and the gravels presumably represent supraglacial Ruvial activity before the lake 
formed. The glacier-i ce surface is irregula r but the overlying lower till maintains an almost 
uniform thi ckness of a bout OA m. If this till were a Row till , its maximum thickness would 
tend to be distributed at the low points of the ice surface. Also, had the gravels been deposited 
directly upon this till , the high-velocity deposi ting current wou ld have tended to scour into 
this pre-existing silt-clay till , but of this there is no sign. It is therefore suggested that the 
grave ls were deposited directly on to an ice surface and that the till was subsequently rel eased 
a t this interface by melting, because of the existence of a supraglacial lake of relatively high 
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thermal capacity. The freezing of the ediment column then occurred after the disappearance 
of the lake. 

The till is grey-black, rich in clay and silt, and contains boulders up to 0.3 m in diameter 
and numerous parallel ice layers up to 5 mm in thickness. The orientation of ti ll stones between 
5 and 20 cm in diameter was m easured at two localities within the ti ll and they are plotted 
stereographicall y in Figure 2. (The common occurrence of blade-shaped stones wi th an axial 
ratio of approximately 3 : 2 : I made it possible to use these a lone. ) The g lacier ice beneath 
the till contains a high proportion of suspended d ebris which is segregated in to pronounced 
bands dipping towards the glacier at 20- 25 ° . Long axes of stones similar to those from the till 
were measured at two localities in this ice and they are plotted stereographically in Figure 2. 

The stereograms show a consistency of orientation between the two sites within the till , 
and between the two sites within the underlying ice (if an adj ustment is made for foliation 
dip direction) . Although preferred orientations of long axes in the ice a nd till are similar in 
az imuth, those in the till show a greater dispersion, and the inclination of long axes is much 
less in th e till than in the ice. Statistical analysis employing Fisher 's distribution (Steinmelz, 
1962) was used to determine the direction of the mean vector and the radii of circles of 
confidence (Fig. 2). Analysis also shows that samples (a ) and (d ) are drawn from the same 
population and that (c) and (d ) are drawn from another population ; the hypothesis that these 
two populations are the same is rej ected at the 99 % significance level. 

Assuming that when the till stones were englacial they had similar orientations to the 
stones now found in the ice, release of this till from the ice has had two effects: 

(a ) The a- b planes of stones were originally largely parallel to the ice foliation , but ice 
melting has lessened vertical distances so that a- b planes now tend to li e in the 
horizontal plane. 

(b) The strength of orientation has been weakened . T his might well resu lt from the 
interaction of stones which were originally separated by ice. M elting of the ice has 
now brought them into contac t, and mutual disturba nce has weakened the original 
orientation strength . 

No assessment of possibl e disturbance of micro-fabri c elements as a result of melting was 
possible but it is likely that this could be considerabl e. 

The ~ffect of climatic ameLioration 
Although there is only a limited amount of top melting of buried stagnant ice in present

day Svalbard, and many such ice masses are semi-permanent, it is important to assess the effect 
of climatic amelioration on the m el ting of these ice masses. In the cold outer zones of Svalbard 
glaciers there is an upward temperature gradient from the press ure melting point or just 
below at the g lacier sole to temperatures of the order of _ 8° to - IOoe at depths of about 
5 to 10 m below the glacier surface (average depths of seasonal variation) . Geothermal heat 
is thus conducted upwards through the g lacier and , except in those areas where the glacier 
has recently advanced , there is only a very limited ex tension of permafrost beneath its margin . 
When large masses of g lacier ice become stagnant during retreat, the heat flow through these 
masses changes because of their immobility. H eat is dissipated and the ooe iso therm is pushed 
well below the original glacier sole, the g lacier ice effectively becoming the topmost layer of 
the permafrost. 

rf the climate begins to ameliorate by way of a n increase in mean annual temperature, the 
depth of the active layer will increase and the base of the permafrost will slowly rise, there being 
a downward temperature gradient due to surface warming and an upward gradient due to the 
geothermal heat flux . The relative importance of these processes of top and bottom melting, 
and whether basal melting of the permafrost reaches the base of the d ead glacier ice before 
the latter is d estroyed by surface melting, depend upon many variables: the initial d epth of 
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permafrost, the rate of climatic amelioration, the thickness of the dead glacier ice, etc. The 
ability of geothermal hea t to produce bottom m elting depends to a large exten t on the amount 
of heat supplied at the surface; if this increases, the rate of bottom melting will increase and 
vice versa. However, top m elting is likely to be a much more rapid process than bottom 
melting as the geothermal heat flux has an average value of only 167 J cm- 2 year- I and, 
although there are situations in which the latter could be important, top m elting is likely to be 
of much greater importance. This conclusion runs contrary to that of Car rut hers (1953), who 
inferred from ancient glacial deposits that " under melting" of dead glacier ice was of para
mount importance in the genesis of basal till. 

The effect of top melting. The elements of englacia l structure retained by a till released at 
the top surface of a buried ice mass depend upon the melting-out process, and the position in to 
which the till is released. Melting of interstitial ice changes stone fabri cs by bringing hitherto 
separa ted particles into contact, and the dip of inclined features is reduced. This not only 
applies to the inclination of till stones but to the inclination of the limbs of any folds derived 
from the pa rent glacier ice. The position into which a till is released is also important. D ebris 
released as till at the top surface of a buried ice mass will retain elements of its englacial 
structure, if there is an opportunity for melt water to escape from it laterall y and if the over
burden is thick enough and the surface slope low enough to ensure that lateral flow or creep 
do not occur. If melt water cannot escape from a till , d eformation of the saturated till due to 
differential overburden pressure is likely to destroy any englacial structures. 

The effect of bottom melting. The effect of bottom melting on englacia l debris is more difficul t 
to predict. Melting beneath a relatively thin ice overburden is referred to later. Here, 
at the margin of S0rbreen, it results in the collapse into small cavities of masses of d ebris which 
a re then reworked by channelled subglacial melt water. Beneath a greater thickness of ice, 
although channels are still likely to occur, probably on a very large scale, it is conceivable that 
d ebris released by basal melting could preserve its englacial structure in areas where there is 
no such channelling and as long as melt water could be carried away through underlying 
permeable beds. Ifmelt water cannot escape but is retained within the released till, d eforma
tion of this till under a considerable d ead-ice load is likely to destroy its englacial structures. 

Tills produced either by top or bottom melting of a block of buried d ebris-rich ice, and 
which are not deformed by subsequen t creep or flow at the surface, have been referred to as 
melt-out tills. It is not easy to distinguish them from supraglacial flow tills, except perhaps on 
the basis of fabric, but it is a convenien t distinction . They develop in a confined situation 
beneath a restraining overburden which may be flow till or ice or outwash d eposits and thus, 
unlike flow tills, do not occur at the surface, nor do they overlie supraglacia l outwash. In a 
glacial sequence from which the ice has disappeared , they mark the stratigraphic position of 
the vanished glacier. 

Sources of variation of melt-out till 
The englacial moraine conta ined in Svalbard glaciers consists of two components: material 

derived from nunataks or valley walls in the accumulation area and d ebris derived from the 
subglacial bed. The former tends to occur at a high level in the g lacier and is of relatively 
small volume compared to the latter which occurs near the glacier bed. 

In a previous paper (Boulton , 1970), evidence was provided to support the suggestion 
that much of the basally derived englacial debris is incorporated from the glacier bed by a 
process of basal freezing. This hypothesis m akes a prediction that, if a glacier flows across 
a series of lithologies and if the products of erosion are included englacia lly by basal freezing, 
the downward sequence of debris types will reflect the rock types over which the glacier has 
moved, from distantly derived material at the top to local material near the bed. It is likely, 
however, that the topmost part of this sequence could contain moraine derived from the glacier 
surface. 

38 
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Studies by Lister ([CI958] ) have indicated the p :lssibility of another variable. Working 
on Admiralty Gletscher in Dronning Louise Land, Greenland, he found that the grain-size of 
englacial d ebris became graduall y smaller at higher structural levels within the glacier, and 
on the assumption that the higher bands were furthest travelled, he suggested that there is a 
gradual m echanical break-down of debris transported englacially. Thus a m elt-out till 
deposited by slow m elting of buried ice might be expected to show both upward decrease in 
grain-size (assuming a constant source m a terial ) and lateral decrease in grain-size at any level 
in the direction of ice movement. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that numerous complications could affect this sys tem: 
thrusting, basal ice stagnation, etc. 

D EPOSITION OF SUBGLACIAL TILLS FROM ACTIVE ICE 

T ill can only be deposited from active ice in a subglacial position , a glacier zone which is 
rarely seen and difficult of access. Observations of the glacier/bedrock contact were made at 
eight locali ties on five glaciers, but a substantial thickness of till or potential ti ll between 
glacier and bedrock was only observed at three of these localities. Some of these observations 
of subglacia l ti ll on the glaciers Sorbreen and Nordenskibldbreen are presented below. It will 
be suggested that these ti lls are the product of melting of masses of debris-rich ice which have 
become stagnan t beneath the active glacier. 

Sorbreen 
This is a narrow valley glacier which drains part of the Ny Friesla nd highla nd ice to the 

west, and which has a bi-Iobed termin us. The northern lobe flows ou t onto a flat outwash 
pla in and is stagna nt at its frontal m argin. Compression a t this margin causes en glacia l d ebris 
bands to incline upwards and crop out on the low-angle glacier surface, giv ing rise to a 
complex supraglacial mora me (Boulton, (968). 

Fig. 3 . H ighly f olded, debris-rich stagnant ice over-ridden along a thrust plane by active ice, which contaills little debris, ill the 
southern lobe of Sorbreen. JVote the rotten nature of the basal stagnant ice and the f acets ground on mall)' of the bOlllders 
derived from this ice. 
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The situation at the margin of the southern lobe is however entirely different. Here the 
glacier has a steep front and is flowing down the western flank of a bedrock step, the glacier 
thus being in a state of longitudinal tension . As a result , few debris bands incline upwards 
towards the glacier surface, the majority occurring immediately above the glacier bed . At 
several points along the frontal margin of the g lacier, basa l debris-ri ch ice is revea led beneath 
a sha rp contact with overlying active ice in wh ich there is a rel a tively small amount of debri s 
(Fig. 3) . The debris content of this basal stagnant ice, which does not extend more than 2 m 
a bove bedrock, is in some p laces concentrated into well-defined bands with high concentra
ti ons (up to 40 %) of dominantly silt-sized rock flour. At one loca lity there is a lateral transi
t ion from stagnant ice with well-marked d ebris bands to frozen subglacial till which still 
retains a banded appearance. In some p laces, as shown in Figure 3, relati vely coarse-grained 
d ebris with boulders up to I m in diameter, many of which have flattened facets bearing 
striations, is disseminated throughout the subglacial stagnant ice with littl e separation into 
debris ba nds and ice layers. The foliation of the basal debris-rich ice is thrown into a series of 
overturned folds which are cut off by the sharp p lanar contact with the overlying clean ice. 
The strike of the axial p lanes of these folds trends at right-angles to the direc tion of g lacier 
movement. Slickensides are commonly d eveloped a long the shear plane separating stagnant 
debris-rich ice from the over-riding glacier sole above. The stagnant ice may be in the process 
of being actively deform ed by the over-rid ing glacier but some parts, especially those with a 
high debris content, are probably quite stationary. It is noticeable that the percentage of 
debris contained within the stagnant ice masses is generally much greater than is found in 
active ice, suggesting that ice may have been expelled from them. 

In several places just under the active glacier sole, m elting of the stagnant ice mass i 
taking place. The process appears to be very irregular, producing small cavities beneath the 
ice into which d ebris is falling , and in places small ri vulets are transporting this fallen debris. 

Nordellskioldbreen 
Beneath this active g lacier there occur large masses of stagnant debris-rich ice, similar to 

those noted on S0rbreen , but many are at a more advanced stage, ti ll s having completely or 
partially m elted out from them. These th ick tills are similar to many of the fine -grained, over 
consolidated Pleistocene ti lls of lowland areas of Europe and North America , and are impor
tant in that they are one of the very few unequivoca lly subglacia l ti lls to be deso-ibed from 
Sva lba rd , or any modern polar glacier. 

Nordenski6ldbreen is situated in Bunsowland and drains part of Lomonosovfonna (an 
area of highland ice) in a wes terly direction (Fig. 4a) . It has several prominent nunataks 
a long its central line and in its lowermost 7 km it flows between steep rock walls, terminating 
in an ice cliff in Adolfbukta at the head of Billefjorden. The glacier has a relatively steep 
terminal gradient of 7° and the firn line is situated at 640 m above sea- level ; temperature 
m easurements by Zinger and others ( 1966) show it is a cold glacier. I t has a record of a lmost 
continuous though slow retreat since 1898. 

Figure 4b is a map of the northern part of the glacier front where it abuts against the 
northern shore of Adolfbuk ta. The bedrock in the pro-glacial area consists of Hecla Hoek 
schists and gneisses which have been deeply eroded by the glacier to g ive an undulating 
"!"Oche moutollllee surface. Striae give a clear picture of local glacier movem ent, which appears to 
be largely controlled by the undulating bedrock topography. Although striae vary consider
a bly over small areas, d epending on the loca l bedrock slope, there is a regional pattern which 
indicates that the di rection of ice movement lies between 220° and 255°. The Toche mouto1l1zee 
surface is partially submerged by fluvia l deposits and ti lls which lie in the hollows between 
hummocks and at the margins of stream channels . The fluvial deposits have been la id down by 
a series of ice-marginal streams which have m igrated in an easterl y direction as the ice front 
has retreated, and are often underlain by relatively small blocks of dead ice (Fig . 4C and d ) . 
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The stream which runs a long the present ice margin cuts into and beneath the glacier in 
several places, and just before it reaches the fjord exposes several fine ice-cliff sec tions and 
sec tions in subglacial stream tunnels. The way in which till can be released basall y from 
glacier ice is well illustrated in this series of sections. From K to L (Fig. 4C) an unfrozen till is 
exposed, resting on bedrock and immedia tely overlain by flu vial deposits, but from L to M 
the same till is englacial and subglacial , a nd in the process of being released from the ice 
(Fig. 4d) . 

a 
5 km I 

GHIHJELlEl £ 

TI ll AP'-:,) IC E 
LAVERS 

Fig. 4. a. Map showing the position of N ordenski6ldbreen at the head of Billifjordell. 
b. Part of the northern margin of Nordenski6ldbreen. 
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c. Detail of part of the Ilorthem margin, showing the glacier margin resting 0 11 a roche moutollluJe surface and partly 
overlain by fluvial deposits . 

d. Section along the line x- r in (c) . Debris-rich stagnant ice lies beneath the active glacier and beneath supraglacial 
fluvial deposits. Note the way in which originally supraglacial gravels have been let down 011 to basal till by melting 
of the intervenillg ice. 

Figure 5 is a general view of an exposure of sub glacial till at M (Fig. 4c) . A maximum of 
2.4 m of till is exposed beneath a prominent roof of relatively clean active ice, which rests on 
the side of the roche moutonnee to the left. The till is brown (grey on drying out ), silt and c1ay
rich , and contains angular boulders of dark mica-schists and granitoid rocks (up to 20 cm 
in diameter) mostly of local origin. Comminuted shell fragments occur within the upper 
1.8 m but in the lowermost 0.6 m abundant well-preserved shells occur, some of which, even 
the most delicate, are still articulated a lthough the ligaments have rotted away. Some 
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streaked-out plant debris is also found in the basal 30 cm . The contact between the active 
glacier sole and the underlying ti ll carries well-marked slickensides trending north and the 
till itself is jointed in a complex fashion (Figs. 6 and 7) . The most prominent are a series of 
sub-horizontal j oints which split the till up into a number of elongate lenses which vary in 
thickness from about 5 to 30 cm . Some of the sub-horizontal j oint surfaces bear faint sli cken
sides refl ecting the changing d irection of glacier over-riding, and indicate tha t the j oints have 
acted as brittle disp lacement shears, and the intervening till lenses as tectonic shear lenses. 
The lenses themselves, though m assive and unfoliated , a re cu t by three sets of j oints, one set 
normal to the direc tion of glacier over-riding represen ted by slickensides on adjacent displace
men t shears and which vary in dip from vertical to 20

0 up-glacier, and a conjugate pair 
which vary from 700 to vertical in inclination and trend to 650 on either side of the direction of 
glacier over-riding. Slickensides trend from 3600 to 0600 in the topmost metre of the till, and 

ICE 
LAYERS 

<: 
DIREC TION O F 
ICE MOV EMENT 

3 .. 

• TILL WITH SOME OF THE M ORE PROMINENT ICE BANDS M ARKED 

D G LACI ER IC E 

Fig. 5. Section at locality iv/ (Fig. 4C). Active glacier ice over-rides partly .Jrozen till banked against the flank 0.1 a roche 
moutonnee. N ote the ice layers lying along shear planes within the till. A and B are rose diagrams showing the orim tations 
0.1 long axes 0.1 rod- and blade-shaped till stones, projected on to the horizontal pLane. 70 measurements at A and 68 lit B. 
Dashed arrows show the variation in direction cif slickensides on sub-horizontal shear planes at these two horizons, reflecting 
the direction o.Jglacier over-riding. C shows the orientation 0.1 24 high-angle joints measured throughout the till . 

from 0300 to 0700 at lower levels. Apa r t from the basal 30 cm , the ti ll is frozen, containing 
5 % of ice. In the topmos t 0.7 m, ice layers up to 6 cm thick occur a long displacement shears 
and are commonly cut by other shear pla nes. T he ice layers contain debris particles, in many 
cases their interfaces with till being slickensided . In p laces, non-matching sli ckensides occur on 
upper and lower surfaces of joints, suggesting that the slickensides form ed against an inter
media te ice layer which has since melted . Thinner, clean ice layers which a re not cut by shear 
planes and which carry no slickensides a lso occur along d isplacement shears throughou t the 
frozen till. 

T he orientations of large boulders were measured a t two horizons within this ti ll (Fig. 5, 
A and B) and show strong orientations tra nsverse to glacier flow, although B has a minor 
parallel peak. 

The ti ll exposed at M (Fig. 4C) can be traced easil y under the ice along the cha nnel of the 
subglacia l stream, where it passes laterall y into a complex ice/debris/ti ll mass (Fig. 4d) which 
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Fig. 6. Photograph of tiLL at locality M (Fig . 4C ), showing the over-riding glacier ice (x- x' ) the bottom surface of which is 
striated, and prominent ice bands and sub-horizontal joints cutting the till into a series of lenses. Thickness qf till shown in 
this photograph is 1.3 Ill. 

Fig. 7. D etail of till at locality N. Sub-horiZOlltal/)lanes cut the till into a series of tectonic shear lenses , which are themselves 
cut by high-angle joints roughly transverse to glacier movement (Fig. 5) . The tiLL between the nllUor joints is massive, not 
showing visible foliation. Note the prominent ice layer (x- x' ) which Lies along a shear plane. Thickness if lill in this 
photograph is 0.4 m. 
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is also overlain by the relative ly clean slickensided surface of active ice. This ac tive ice surface 
res ts on the summi ts of roches moutonnees a nd only in the hollows between these do considerable 
thi cknesses of the subglacial m asses occur (a maximum of 4 m was no ted ) . 

T he acti ve ice contains debris bands up to 0-4 m thick consisting of sandy silt with some 
pebbles a nd comminuted marine shell fragments, and with an ice conten t rarely less than 60 % 
by volume. The subglacial ti ll /ice masses disp lay a consistent sequence. The uppermost pa rt 
consists of glacier-ice layers up to 0.5 m thick, with intervening bands of debris simi lar to the 
ba nds in the active ice (bo th conta in comminuted shells) except that they have a much lower 
ice content (up to 30 % by volume). This part grades downwards with decreasing ice content 
into frozen ti ll with a few ice layers and lenses (similar to the ti ll shown in Figure 6) consisting 
of the same materia l as the debris bands. Beneath this in some places there occurs till conta in
ing unbroken marine shell s. (The sec tion at loca li ty M only shows the lowes t two of these 
three units.) 

A subglacial till from which a ll the ice has m elted is exposed in the subaeria l stream section 
between K and L (Fig. 4C), where it underlies up to I m of fluvia l gravels. In som e places 
the ti ll /gravel contact is a planar conformable one bu t in o thers it is highly irregular. Much 
of the s~nd and gravel which lies upon the till was not deposited in that position but a ppears to 
have been d eposited supraglacia lly a nd subsequentl y let d own on to the subglacia l ti ll by 
melting of the intervening ice (Fig. 4d ) . I n such cases the ti ll /g ravel contact is sometimes 
planar, sometim es irregular, but always sharp . Sands a nd gravels, which were f1u via ll y 
d eposited direc tl y on till rather than supraglacially, tend to conta in much ma teri a l derived 
from the ti ll , the contact between ti ll and stratified sedim ent thus being grada ti ona l. T he 
a rea lying to the wes t of the stream consists of a series of fla t-topped kam e-like sand a nd gravel 
mounds, obviously laid down by previous ice-m argina l streams, a nd it is underla in by g lacier 
ice which often overlies a basal ice/till m ass (Fig . 4d ) . 

The unfrozen basa l till which crops out in the banks of the stream between K a nd L shows 
a clear pattern of j ointing, simila r to tha t noted a t locality M but on a much fin er sca le. T he 
complex of j oints on a small b lock of ti ll a re plotted in Figure 8. This till a ppears to be much 
more high ly sheared than that at M ; the domina nt structures a re sti ll sli ckensided d isplacem en t 
shears but between them there a re a complex series of thrust shears between which the till 
itself is highly fo lia ted . T hin sections made across the slickensided surfaces show a concen tra 
tion a long them of strongly orien ta ted clay pa rticl es . Al though few actua l m easurements were 
made, the orienta tion maximum of long axes of small stones within this till ap pears to li e 
pa ra llel to the inferred direction of glacier movemen t ra ther tha n tra nsverse as a t M , sugges ting 
that a n origina l tra nsve rse ori entation has been converted to a pa ra llel one due to the re
o ri enta tion of stones whi ch a re intersec ted by shear pla nes. 

T he till genera ll y res ts on smoothed a nd stri a ted bedrock but in one p lace it is seen resting 
on sands. T he con tact between till a nd sand is not easy to pinpoint , much clay a nd silt from 
th e till lying withi n the sand . T he bedd ing in the sand is difficu lt to d etermine b ut a wispy, 
isoclina ll y folded bedding was just discernible dipping up-glacier at a bou t 1 0 0 . 

DIRECTION OF ICE MOVE MEN T 
=:" 

~ 
'.'AA ~'n~'" .. PLANES ~ ~ fOllA.TION 

~ ~ , PLANE S 

• -
2 cm 

Fig. 8. Side view of a small block of till. The thick lilies represen t major shear planes which carry faint slickensides /)arallel to 
ice movelllent. T he thinller lilies lIIark major foliatio ll plal/es. although the whole of the till is jinfiy folia ted. 
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Discussion 
The till at locality M (Fig. 5) is part of a large discontinuous till /ice complex separated 

from overlying active ice by a prominent shear plane. In this complex there is a lateral and 
vertical transition from frozen till to ice which contains debris bands similar to those in the 
overlying active ice. It is suggested that the ice containing debris bands was originally active 
ice which has become stagnant beneath the active glacier, and that the till into which it passes 
is a similar deposit from which the ice has largely melted . 

The upper part of the subglacial masses often consists of glacier ice with debris bands which 
have obviously not undergone melting. The frozen till which occurs beneath this level appears 
to have been derived by melting from the above debris-rich ice. The lowest unit of these till /ice 
masses is of sporadic occurrence and contains whole though fragil e shells. These cannot have 
been subjected to the englacial shearing which has produced shell comminution in the debris 
bands in the active ice and in their derivatives, the low ice-content debris bands and the tills 
of the subglacial till /ice masses. Neither is it likely that fragile shells could have survived if the 
till had been sheared beneath the glacier sole. Unbroken shells might be explained if the till 
was originally a marine deposit lying on the fjord bottom (deposited either as a marine flow till 
(cf. Boulton, ' 968, p . 403) or as a marine mud containing stones dropped by icebergs) which 
has been frozen en masse into the glacier. Such a bed of marine deposits in the lowest part of an 
englacial debris sequence has been described from Aavatsmarkbreen (Boulton, 1970), which 
moves over a small marine bay before moving over land. If this sequence were to becom e 
stagnant beneath the active glacier, melting would produce a subglacial till such as that of 
Nordenskioldbreen, in which the lowermost part is marine in origin. 

There are two possible origins for the ice layers within the till at locality N: they could be 
remanii layers of glacier ice or ice layers resulting from refreezing of the till. The ice layers 
which are cut by and therefore pre-date the shear planes contain debris, which is uncharac
teristic of segregation ice, and must therefore be remanii layers of glacier ice. The series of ice 
layers which contain no debris are not displaced by shear planes and therefore post-date them. 
These ice layers thus cannot be glacier-ice layers and must be segregation-ice layers indicating 
refreezing of the till. Thus it seems likely that, after the initial stagnation of debris-rich ice 
beneath the glacier, basal melting reduced the ice content of the lower part of this mass to 
such an extent that the over-riding of the glacier induced brittle fracture in those parts which 
had thawed to give a till. The low-angle shear planes and high-angle transverse and conjugate 
joints were formed during this phase. Indeed , the fact that the delicate marine shells survived 
this phase of shearing suggests that the response to glacier over-riding was predominantly in the 
formation of brittle fractures rather than in intergranular flow. Thus it is likely that the 
transverse stone-orientation fabrics shown in Figure 5 ante-date the phase of shearing, 
originating probably from the period when this till was a series of debris bands in actively 
flowing glacier ice. However, where stones are intercepted by shear planes, re-orientation of 
long axes parallel to shear takes place, and where shear pla nes are close together (as in 
Figure 8) a major orientation peak parallel to flow occurs. 

The striations on the undulating bedrock surface in the pro-glacial area of Nordenskiold
breen show the way in which the plastic basal layers of the glacier flow- directions varying 
considerably from the general line of advance of the glacier. Thus the fabrics of till s transported 
in these basal layers will reflect local directions of movement rather than a regional trend and, 
in order to determine the direction of glacier advance, it is necessary to plot the regional 
pattern of till-fabric orientations. Not only does the direction of glacier advance vary from 
place to place but it changes with time within one site. This is indicated in the till at locality 
M (Fig. 5) by the gradual upward change in the stone-orientation fabrics, by the slickensides 
on sub-horizontal till joints and the slickensides on the till /ice in terface. 

From the arguments presented above, the following history for the subglacia l tills of 
Nordenskioldbreen is suggested: 
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I. T he basal part of the active glacier contained a series of bands of disseminated debris, 
similar to those currently found in the active ice. These were probably form ed by the 
grain-by-grain incorporation of the products of erosion by some mechanism of basal 
freezing. Stone-orientation fabri cs with a transverse peak then developed within these 
debris bands during compressive fl ow of the glacier over bed rock obstacles. Beneath 
this level there was a layer of closely packed d ebris which had been frozen into the 
glacier en masse as the glacier moved OVel" marine till on the fj ord bottom, and which 
was then transported by the glacier as a unit. 

2. Bedrock obstacles, over which the rate of glacier flow increased , caused the basal 
debris-rich less plastic ice to be over-ridden by the higher more plastic relatively 
debris-free ice. Thus masses of sub glacial debris-rich ice form ed on the flanks of bedrock 
obstructions. The geothermal heat- flux led to melting of these subglacial masses from 
the bottom upwards, producing an unfrozen subglacia l till. H owever, in many places 
melting did not ex tend upwards throughout the whole thickness of the subglacia l 
masses, so that till graded up into debris-rich ice. T he rate of bottom melting of the 
debris-rich masses, assuming an average geothermal heat-flux of 167 J cm' year- I, wo uld 
be about 1 cm year- I for ice with a 50% debris content. Thus basal melting is a very slow 
process , although the heat produced by glacier sliding would increase the rate of 
melting. 

3. Melt water was gradually expelled from the thawing till by the pressure of the over
riding ice, the till thus becoming more compact. 

4. As the degree of compaction increased, brittle fracture took place in the till in the form 
of low-angle shear planes together with high-a ngle transverse joints, splitting the till 
into a series of tectonic "shear lenses". There was little intergranular flow within the till 
a nd thus no re-orientation of the transverse-orientated stones, except where they were 
in tercep ted by shear planes and re-orientated into a direc tion parallel to glacier 
movement. 

5. As the glacier retreated and the thickness of overlying active ice decreased brittle 
fracture ceased . The till was exposed to cooling near the glacier margin and those 
parts which had thawed refroze, and segregation-ice layers formed . 

Evidence has been presented both from S0rbreen a nd Nordenskioldbreen that debris-rich 
ice can become stagnant beneath an active glacier sole. Of the several possible m echanisms 
which could cause this stagnation, the following are suggested as the most likely: (a ) Stagna nt 
debris-rich ice may build up on the up-glacier side of an obstacle simply because of the obstruc
tion of the latter to flow. The obstacle causes an increase in the rate of fl ow of the over-riding 
glacier and, as the overlying clean ice is capable of a much greater rate of strain than the 
debris-rich ice, it over-rides the latter which then becom es stagnant. (b) T he decrease in 
plasticity of the basal debris-rich ice under a smaller ice overburden as it moves towards the 
glacier margin could give rise to its stagnation beneath clean active ice. 

A possible origin for certain types of drumlin 

The mechanism suggested above, in which stagnant debris-rich ice is released beneath an 
active glacier sole, might account for the formation of certain drumlins. D ebris-rich stagnan t 
ice could be deposited around the flanks of a subglacial obstruction as a resul t of local increase 
in the rate of shear as the glacier passes over the obstruction. On m elting, a rock-cored 
drumlin might result . The till banked up on the up-glacier side of the roche moutonnee in Figure 5 
forms the up-glacier flank of such a drumlin. The obstruction to flow necessary to precipitate 
basal masses of stagnant ice could also be provided where bedrock obstructions do not occur, 
by the local subglacial occurrences of coarser-grained materials with a greater shear strength 
than the surrounding sediments, in the manner proposed by Smalley and Unwin (1968). 
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The nature of the glacier/bedrock contact in Sva/bard 

The above observations of subglacial till a re relatively rare. The glacier/bedrock interface 
was seen at six other localities in four glaciers, and in five of these localities the glacier sole lay 
directly on smoothed and striated bedrock. In the other locality a lens of till 5 m long and 
30 cm thick occurred at the otherwise direct contact between glacier sole and bedrock. 
Gripp (1929), who investigated the marginal zones of 2 I Spitsbergen glaciers, observed 
no subglacial till and wrote that " Wo wir das Liegende des Gle tschers einwandfrei vor uns 
sahen, lag Eis auf anstehenden Gestein". 

However, Klimaczewski (1960) recorded a " bottom moraine" 2- 3 m thick with "gneiss 
structure" and "thin (about 3 cm) strata and lenses of pure ice", a description which fits well 
with that of the subglacial till on Nordenskioldbreen. Other observations of Klimaczewski 
were of a direct glacier sole/bedrock contact, in which the foliation of the Hecla Hoek bedrock 
is deformed by glacier over-riding. 

Although the number of recorded observations of the glacier/bedrock contact in 
Spitsbergen is few (between 15 and 20), there appears to be a general absence of till at 
this contact. This could well be a measure of the efficacy of the process (basal freezing) by 
which products of subglacial erosion and pre-exis ting subglacial sediments are lifted into an 
englacial position in the marginal zones of glaciers. 

The subglacial tills discussed here are derived from an englacial position rather than 
produced entirely subglacially. It is important to note that their response to ice loading and 
shear is water expulsion , compaction and brittl e fracture rather than fluid flow to zones of 
lower pressure, giving rise to the "gneiss structure" described by Klimaczewski . 

It has been suggested by Hoppe (1952) that highly fluid subglacial till s are likely to be of 
common occurrence. It is conceivable that, if subglacial till li es in a closed system in which 
water is made available but unabl e to escape, subglacia l pore pressures will build up and the 
till will become fluid. Such a system would exist if the subglacial bedrock were impermeable 
and the subglacial topography irregular in such a way as to form enclosed basins. It could also 
exist if outward flow of subglacial water were blocked by permafrost beneath the outer part 
of the glacier. It is suggested , however, that enclosed basins are relatively rare in areas from 
which glaciers have retreated and that, although permafrost might block drainage during 
glacier advance, it is unlikely to do so during subsequent retreat. However, this reasoning 
applies largely to the outer parts of glaciers, since it is difficult to predict subglacial processes 
in internal zones until more data are available. 

It has also been suggested that the products of glacier erosion can be mechanically trans
ported entirely subglacially. It is suggested here that only very small amounts of particulate 
material are likely to be transported by this mechanism at anyone time, and even then frozen 
to the glacier sole rather than rolled along or sheared along beneath it. Subglacial shearing
along of m asses of till, as proposed by some authors, seems to be unrealistic and in the specia l 
case mentioned above, where high pore pressures occur in a fine-grained subglacial accumu
lation, till is much more likely to move as a result of sub glacial pressure differences rather than 
by the shearing effect of over-riding ice. 
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